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URGENT NEEDS FUND
2.0

Earlier this year, our way of life was changed in ways
that none of us have experienced before. Jobs have
been lost. Businesses have been forced to close,
some without the possibility of opening again. More
people than ever are in need of assistance and those
who already faced barriers caused by poverty were
disproportionately affected.
 

But, since then, we have witnessed great acts of
kindness throughout our communities. We have
come together through social distancing and wearing
masks while in public. We have dropped off supplies
for our neighbours when going out became too risky
for them. We have been there for each other, even if
that means being there virtually.
 

But there is still more work to be done. The needs of
our community are greater than ever. In this issue of
Community Matters, you will see how United Way
Simcoe Muskoka is helping our community, thanks to
your support.

Together, we can
overcome this
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The Urgent Needs Fund was successfully piloted

from October 2019 to March of this year. This was a

new initiative for UWSM, as we traditionally fund

agencies to provide frontline services. With the

Urgent Needs Fund, we were able to provide timely

microgrants (averaging $250) to individuals in Simcoe

Muskoka who were not able to have their need met

by existing services or resources. The pilot was a

resounding success, helping hundreds across our

communities and helping to close the gap.

Urgent Needs Fund
2.0

Then, COVID-19 changed the world, and the needs of our friends, families and neighbours

changed with it. Almost overnight we saw businesses close, jobs lost and an economic impact

more devastating than most of us have lived through. To make matters worse, charities and

social services were affected the same way. These essential services that so many people

already relied on also had to close their doors and adapt to offering services remotely, if they

could.
 

This created an imbalance between the increased number of people who needed help and the

reduced services available - a situation that continues to this day. As the coronavirus pandemic

continues to affect more people and entrench individuals further into poverty, the inequity in

our communities continues to grow with it.
 

To help meet these growing needs, we have expanded our Urgent Needs Fund to assist those

living in poverty and those who have been impacted by COVID-19. As we work to make sure

agencies can stay open and meet the increased needs of our community, our Urgent Needs

Fund is there for more people than ever. That's because of supporters like you who make this

work possible.
 

Since relaunching, the Urgent Needs Fund is filling the gap and has helped with:
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Filling the gap in services

Learn more about the gap at: UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/gap/

Medical Expenses

Groceries
TransportationUtilities

Phone BillsClothing
Mattresses

Appliances

Moving Expenses

Insurance

Glasses

Wheelchair Repairs
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Everyone has been impacted by COVID-19, and that includes our small businesses that make

Simcoe Muskoka communities so vibrant and unique. Unfortunately, these businesses have had

to close their doors and have seen their income reduced to nothing. For some small businesses,

those doors might not re-open.

 

To help businesses and communities in these difficult times, United Way Simcoe Muskoka is

running Local Businesses, Local Love. Until the end of June, when you buy a gift card from any

of the participating businesses, a small portion of your purchase will also go towards our

COVID-19 Fund to help individuals who have been impacted by this pandemic. Your purchase

goes a lot further and you have a great business to visit once social distancing measures can be

eased.

Local Businesses,
Local Love
Helping local businesses while
giving back

See participating businesses: UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/local-businesses/

The AffordAbility Fund
Are you eligible to reduce your energy bill?

Learn more at: UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/aft/

United Way Simcoe Muskoka has partnered

with InnPower to provide support and

information about energy affordability and

other programs that can help you lead a

happy, healthy life. Funded by a Government

of Ontario trust, you may be eligible for free

energy upgrades that can lower overall home

energy use and electricity bills through the

AffordAbility Fund.

We know that many local families may be finding it difficult to make ends meet. Balancing basic

needs and monthly utility costs can seem impossible at times. While we have partnered with

InnPower for this initiative, we encourage you or someone you know who struggles with utility

costs to learn more about the AffordAbility Fund, regardless of the community you live in or

your utility provider.
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Social Isolation vs. Social Distancing

In the news, in conversation with friends and family or on social media, you may have seen the

terms "social isolation" and "social distancing" used interchangeably. While they sound similar,

these two terms are very different, and social isolation is becoming a bigger issue than ever now.
 

Social distancing is voluntary and temporary. It's a public health measure put into place to

collectively slow the spread of COVID-19 and ease the burden on our healthcare system.
 

Social isolation, on the other hand, is the state of being cut off from normal social networks,

aside from those that are required for basic aspects of life such as interacting with a grocery

store cashier. Unfortunately, one of the impacts of this pandemic has been to increase the

number of people experiencing social isolation and the impact it has.
 

Social isolation can lead to:
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What's the difference?

Learn more at: UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/isolation/

Depression

Anxiety

Negative self-esteem

Strained relationships

Plaque buildup in arteries

Growth of cancer cells

Inflammation in the brain

High blood pressure

Heart disease

Dementia

Obesity

Death

While social isolation can effect anyone, it disproportionately affects seniors, youth, people with

disabilities, members of the LGBTQ+ community, First Nations peoples, newcomers and

immigrants.
 

As this pandemic continues, reach out to friends and loved ones to check in on them, or refer

them to 211, a United Way Simcoe Muskoka-funded service, to be connected to local resources.
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Collaboration has been the driving force behind UWSM's power to help our residents overcome

the obstacles of poverty, and it continues to be increasingly important through this pandemic.

While we were on track to launch our multi-year collaborative projects this year, we have had

to pivot to meet the needs of our communities.
 

As we have expanded the scope of our Urgent Needs Fund, that wouldn't be possible without

our partnership with Community Connections 211 Central East Ontario and our six Regional

Agency Leads: CONTACT Community Services, ILS of Simcoe County & Area, Catholic Family

Services Simcoe County, Chigamik Community Health Centre, South Georgian Bay Community

Health Centre and the District Municipality of Muskoka. We have also partnered further with

Catholic Family Services, the Gilbert Centre and YWCA Muskoka to offer mental health services

during this pandemic.
 

In response to COVID-19, United Way Simcoe Muskoka is also working with United Way

Centraide Canada and the Government of Canada to fund services through the New Horizons

for Seniors Program and the Emergency Community Support Fund. Through these two

programs, UWSM is distributing more than $1.3 million to Simcoe Muskoka agencies and non-

profits to support vulnerable residents. UWSM is also administering more than $1.2 million

through Reaching Home, the federal housing and homelessness program, to support rural and

remote communities across Ontario in response to the pandemic.
 

As we continue to meet the needs of those living in poverty and those who have been

negatively impacted by COVID-19, we need supporters like you to make our work possible. It is

through your generosity and support that we can continue to ensure resources and services

will be there when our friends, family and neighbours need them.
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Working together to help our most
vulnerable
How we are collaborating during the COVID-19 pandemic

UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca
1110 Highway 26
Midhurst, ON L9X 1N6
T. 705.726.2301
info@UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca

Show your #LocalLove
Donate at

UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/covid-19-donate/
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